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Abstract. Peer-to-peer service overlay networks (P2P SON) are in-
creasingly being infrastructure providers for networking services, allow-
ing service providers to cooperatively offer and run a flexible set of ser-
vices. Regarding this condition, the selection of peers is a key issue for
improving resource usage; service performance, and ultimately end users
Quality of Experience (QoE). This paper presents an approach to best
peer selection in a three-tier P2P SON architecture, allowing the splitting
of service business functions and peer selection functions. The proposed
best peer selection approach is evaluated by simulation, using a liter-
ature available geographic positioning metrich that takes into account
real delay and jitter made available by the CAIDA project and Max-
Mind’s free database. The simulation results show the consistency and
good performance of the proposed peer selection approach.
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1 Introduction

Services are becoming one of the primary sources of revenue on the Internet.
Currently, data transport is being sold as a commodity for a broad audience.
This business model allows rising a wide service consumer market. On the other
hand, it allows the appearing of new service providers at the stage. This also
leads to a competition for the service consumers among the whole set of service
providers, eventually leading to a global competition depending on the quality
and originality of the offered service.

In this context, service providers can enhance their ability to make their
service or service components available to a broader set of customers, through the
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utilization of a Service Overlay Network (SON) [17,19]. In this case, a SON acts
as an infrastructure where services are published/offered and to which the users
access in order to select and use these services. Moreover, a SON can be created
by a consortium of service providers using the Internet to make their services
available to the user community at large. The peer-to-peer (P2P) technology is
a well suited way for constructing that kind of SON. This technology leads to
a self-organizing overlay and, additionally, to sharing maintenance costs among
service providers.

Although P2P eases the construction and maintenance of SONs, it does not
guarantee adequate service performance. In order to maximize performance, the
best peer must be found in the P2P SON, among all the potential partners that
provide the desired service. Naturally, the choice of best peer should take into
account one or more of a set of Quality of Service (QoS) parameters, such as
delay, jitter, available bandwidth, etc.. Nevertheless, to minimize inter-provider
traffic and, thus, reduce costs for the user and for the service provider, the choice
of peers belonging to a different, remote domain should be avoided as much as
possible. Thus, locality should also be taken into consideration when choosing a
SON peer as the best peer to serve a requested service.

Previous work from the same authors [7–9] proposed an architecture for
services management in P2P Service Overlay Networks (SON). The architecture,
named OMAN, takes into account several aspects of services management,
particularly the use of a second overlay - called Aggregation Service (AgS) -
to provide efficient service search in the context of multi-domain P2P SONs.
In its turn, this paper deals with the proposal and assessment of a third-tier
component of OMAN, whose purpose includes the searching and selection of the
best peer with which a service-requesting peer should interact in the context of
the P2P SON.

Having in mind the stated goal and approach, this paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 discusses related work and also provides the context of
the current work, by briefly presenting the OMAN architecture, which the
BPSS component belongs to. Section 3 describes the proposed BPSS service.
Subsequently, Section 4 presents the evaluation and discusses the simulation
results, after describing the simulated scenarios. Finally, Section 5 summarizes
the contributions and presents further work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Service Overlay Networks

According to Tran and Dziong [17], a Service Overlay Network (SON) is a
network composed of interconnected nodes, whose generic purpose is to provide
the required Quality of Service (QoS) to applications that execute on those
nodes. The same authors establish a difference between SON and P2P overlay
network claiming that the purpose of the latter is related with providing efficient
searching and retrieval.



The bandwidth provisioning in a SON composed of nodes that lease links
from several link providers is studied in [6].

We advocate a P2P overlay network can also provide QoS services when the
participants are in a consortium of service providers that establish well-defined
SLAs to regulate the contribution of each participant to the network. In this
sense, a platform called ALASA is presented in [19]. It uses a structured P2P
overlay network over the Internet to describe, discover, compose, and reputation
of services.

P2P is also used in [15] as support for the SON architecture. In that piece of
work the authors address discovery of services considering QoS aspects in their
approach.

2.2 Peer Selection

Haase et. al [10] explores neighboring peers relationships and shared peers
expertise in order to select peers. The use of artificial intelligence techniques,
like machine learning, is another approach to peer selection, which also takes
advantage of the peers’ expertise [4]. This latter work aims at adapting the
selection process to the peers’ requirements.

In file sharing, the free-riding problem encourages the adoption of incentive
mechanisms as part of the selection scheme. Thus, the fairness between uploads
and downloads is used as a metric to the best peer selection. Bittorrent [12]
is an emblematic example for this. However, our scheme does not target
file(data)-sharing environments. Rather, the problem is to select the best peer
that satisfies the requirements of the intended service. Therefore, in our case,
performance instead fairness is used. In addition, unlike file sharing applications,
our approach considers the best peer selection process for long lasting sessions,
as opposed to relatively short burst chunk downloads/uploads.

In the P2P multimedia stream services field, several pieces of work proposing
the use of P2P as the delivery mechanism face peer selection issues [11, 18].
Similarly to our approach they aim at optimizing peer choice regarding the
performance of the service.

Furthermore, P2P traffic is an issue faced by ISPs and over the Internet in
general. In order to assist ISPs in avoiding costs with the choice of best peers
out of their own domains, several proposals have been put forward [3, 5, 20].
These advocate the collaboration between providers and P2P applications. On
the other hand, our BPSS scheme selects best peers for service interactions inside
the geographical domain of the service requester, without the need for explicit
collaboration between the service providers.

2.3 OMAN

In order to contextualize the Best Peer Selection Service (BPSS), this section
briefly presents the underlying OMAN architecture, previously proposed by the
authors in [7–9].



OMAN is a P2P SON architecture that handles aspects ranging from the
composition of the SON until the interaction aspects between the services and
the SON, including how to take advantage of the information at the P2P overlay
level to leverage the services and applications. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the
OMAN architecture.
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Fig. 1. The OMAN architecture [8]

The lower layer of the architecture is the basic P2P SON layer. A service
provider can make available more than one peer to be represented at the P2P
SON layer.

The central module of the second tier of OMAN is the Aggregation Service
(AgS) [7, 9]. AgS is an unstructured P2P overlay-tier, meaning there is no
tight coupling between overlay topology and information location/placement.
AgS executes on top of the P2P SON and it consists of peers that belong to
potential providers interested in advertising/offering their services. The purpose
of AgS is to aggregate the offerings of services and service components. This is
accomplished by concentrating the service offerings in its peers (nodes), in order
to facilitate and optimize the services searching process.



The peers that form the AgS P2P overlay are called aggregation peers (AgS
peers). They are chosen among the peers that form the underlying P2P SON
tier, which makes them specialized SON peers.

Each SON peer plays a double role: to execute the services (as any other P2P
SON peer) and to maintain and publish references to the available services. Note
that service references are made available (i.e., published) to AgS peers in order
to optimize service searching. Each SON peer involved in the AgS can take care
of several service offerings. A single service offering can be spread over multiple
AgS peers in order to allow some redundancy and to overcome churn. SON
peers make the services indirectly available (through interfaces encapsulated in
a service profile or template) to external entities (such as service composers and
aggregators, users, and other services) likely located in other network domains.
The service template also contains reference to the SON peer that is publishing it.
SON peers make these interfaces available by publishing the template of a service
offer at several aggregation peers in the P2P AgS overlay. These aggregation
peers may be located at the same domain as the SON peers or, in some cases,
at different domains.

Searching for a service, using the AgS framework, therefore results in a set of
references to SON peers that offer an interface to services matching the search
criteria. This preserves the internal details of the service, since the external
entity, i.e. a user, a third party service provider, or other SON peer in the P2P
SON, is only granted with a mediated access (by means of the SON peer), which
may hide sensitive information and filter undesired operations.

AgS is built on a number of elementary operations. Table 1 presents key AgS
operations and the corresponding messages exchanged among peers.

Table 1. AgS Table of Operations and Messages

Operation Goal Executor Message sent
Join Form the Aggregation Service. aggregation

peer
JoinMessage sent by the requesting peer to its
successor and predecessor in the overlay.

Leave Leave the Aggregation Service
(in a normal way).

aggregation
peer

LeaveMessage sent by the requesting peer to its
successor and predecessor in the overlay.

Query Look for a peer that provides
a particular service/service
component.

aggregation
peer

QueryMessage sent by the requesting peer to its
successor in the overlay ring in a clockwise man-
ner. The message is forwarded clockwise until it
arrives at its goal or until the message reaches
the requesting peer. When the desired informa-
tion is found, a QueryReply message containing
it, is then created. This latter message is directly
transmitted to the requesting peer of the Query´s
operation.

Publish Make the services to be
searched available.

SON peer PublishMessage sent by the SON peer to its
aggregation peer(s), which makes the service(s)
public.

The Best Peer Selection Service (BPSS) is one of the modules of the third
tier of the OMAN architecture. The third layer is the most specialized layer on
the OMAN architecture and it interfaces the application. Therefore, BPSS is



cornerstone for the architecture and for services provided using the envisaged
business model made available by P2P SON.

3 Best Peer Selection Service

The objective of the Best Peer Selection Service (BPSS) is to provide SON peers
with the identification of the best peer for a particular service, in the context
of services offering in a P2P SON. Naturally, the best peer depends on several
aspects, including the service objectives and characteristics. Key to the choice
of a suitable peer is the intended service performance, which is tied not only to
measurable networking characteristics, such as bandwidth, delay, loss, etc., but
also to the peers underlay location.

3.1 BPSS Architecture

Regarding the use on OMAN, service developers can implement an interface with
the BPSS module in order to request and receive best peer information, allowing
the splitting of service business functions and best peer determination. This
decoupling enhances modularity and best peer selection metric independence,
thus leading to high flexibility when choosing the particular metric to use for
a particular service type. In order to take advantage of this aspect, the BPSS
builds on the AgS [7] service toward select the best peer on request of a P2P
SON peer.

Fig. 2 illustrates the use of BPSS. SON peers can request best peer
information (select BP), regarding a particular service, from the BPSS module.
On the reception of a best peer request, the BPSS module asks the AgS service
the list of all SON peers that have published a service profile for the intended
service. After receiving the requested list, the BPSS module calculates the best
peer and returns its reference to the requesting SON peer. The selection of the
best peer is done using one of the supported metrics. In Section 3.3 one of such
metrics is presented.

It is worth mentioning that with this decoupled approach it is also possible
for an external entity (e.g. a user or a particular application/service or service
component from outside the P2P SON) to request a best peer selection, as long
as the request is compliant with the BPSS interface and the requested metric is
supported.

3.2 BPSS Model

Based on its architecture, BPSS comprises the model depicted in Fig. 3. The
BPSS model is represented as a UMLlike diagram. The BPSS model comprises
the roles of the involving parts; their interactions; and the information exchanged
among them.

The service or service component object and the best peer are the central
pieces in the BPSS model. They make part of the interactions with every subject
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in the model. The service object represents the Service or Service Component
that actually executes on the SON peer and that is published in the aggregation
peers. Aggregation peers are the peers that form the AgS P2P overlay. The
Best Peer object is a SON peer resulting of a best peer selection started by a
particular SON peer.

The Service Provider is another cornerstone piece in the BPSS model. It is
the owner of the Service or Service Component as well as the SON peers and
the AgS peers (since AgS peers are specialized SON peers). Service Providers
are Customers as well, so they can act as third party consumers of service
components of other service providers. In this case, this transaction can involve
service composition and provisioning, which is out of the scope of this paper.
They also can use third party services in a service chain, in order to offer to
a home user (customer) a complete set of services. Nonetheless, to accomplish
this step, the service provider needs to find the best peer to which its SON peer
will interact in order to offer that set of services. Following the BPSS model, the
Customer, which can be a third Service Provider, uses the AgS peer to search
for services in the AgS service. The AgS peer by its turn returns a list of all SON
peers that executes the searched services. Ergo, the SON peer then selects the
best one to be used. The interaction among the services involved is not covered
by AgS either BPSS.

The threefold role of the SON peer is emphasized at the BPSS model by
the actions: execute, publishes, and select. These actions together the searching
services action executed by the AgS peers define the whole behavior of the
services cycle offering at the foreseen P2P SON.

3.3 BPSS Metric

The proposed BPSS service is based on one or more service performance metrics
to determine best peers. In other words, the peer selected as the best peer
should offer optimized interaction with the requesting service/peer, according
to some performance criteria. Although BPSS provides independence from the
used performance metrics, for the purpose of implementation and evaluation a
specific metric was used.

Several performance criteria can be used when determining the best peer.
Performance of P2P systems is often very sensitive to the underlying delay
characteristics. These are influenced, among other factors, by bandwidth, load
and also geographic location. In fact, according to [13], the geographical location
of nodes heavily influences jitter and packet loss. This observation points to
the need for the node’s geographic location when developing a delay prediction
model. Having this in mind, the authors of [13] developed a predictive model of
the Internet delay space that takes into account the geographical location of the
nodes and the delay between them.

Using a rich set of real data, namely measured end-to-end round trip
time (rtt) [1] and measured end-to-end link jitter [2], those authors mapped
the measured end-to-end nodes into a 5-dimensions Euclidean space model of
the Internet, by combining this information with global network positioning



information [16]. Using the coordinates of each peer in this 5-dimensions model,
it is then possible to calculate the Euclidean distance between peers, which takes
into account not only network conditions but also peer location.

For the purpose of the work presented in this paper, BPSS used the mentioned
distance metric in order to select the best peer for a particular SON peer.

4 Evaluation Framework

In order to assess the BPSS behavior, we conducted a simulation study to
observe the best peer and the second-best peer selection distributions over
well-constrained geographical domains.

4.1 Used Simulator

The PeerFactSim.KOM [14] discrete event simulator was used in all simulations.
Unlike mainstream network simulators, the PeerFactSim.KOM simulator was
specifically designed to simulate P2P networks. Among its advantages are the
use of modular abstractions for the network and transport layers, and the
utilization of well-known and useful software engineering design-patterns. These
characteristics ease the experimentation and facilitate code reutilization and
maintenance.

4.2 Simulations setup

The simulation environment was constituted of SON peers whose network
identifiers (IP addresses) were taken from the CAIDA project and MaxMind
GeoIP database. Therefore, the simulated peers belong to real geographical
domains. The Internet delay space scheme presented in Section 3.3 was used.

The scenarios were modeled based on real nodes available in the compiled
data set. To accomplish that, peers belonging to specific geographical country
domains were split between SON and aggregation peers. The number of AgS
peers was 10% of the total number of SON peers used in each domain. Thus, if a
country had 50 SON peers at the P2P SON - which, for instance, can mean that
it comprised 50 service providers - then 5 AgS peers belonging to that country
would be part of the Aggregation Service. The chosen geographical domains were
the following European countries: Portugal, Spain, France, Italy and Germany.

The simulation comprised 11 sets of individual simulations. Each set
simulated a particular number of SON and AgS peers. The initial set simulated
a scenario with the total of 50 SON peers, corresponding to 10 randomly chosen
SON peers from each of the aforementioned countries. The second simulated set
comprised the total of 75 SON peers (15 for each country). Thus, with steps of
25 SON peers between each simulated scenario, the last simulated set comprised
300 SON peers.



4.3 Simulations strategy

For the sake of simplicity, without loss of generality, a particular SON peer
could only offer, at most, seven randomly chosen services or service components
(using a uniform distribution) from the service set S={S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7}.
In addition, each SON peer could only publish its service subset on, at
most, 10 distinct randomly-chosen aggregation peers (also following a uniform
distribution). Nevertheless, it was possible that more than one SON peer could
offer the same services and publish them on the same or different aggregation
peer.

Each experiment execution had simulated 50 hours of work and it had been
repeated 10 times in order to get averaged values. Every operation (e.g. joining,
leaving, publishing, searching, and select) was specified in time. Each simulation
executed 100 searching operations, i.e., 100 best peer selection requests, since a
searching operation is triggered by a best peer selection request.

The SON peers that execute this selection process are chosen randomly using
a uniform distribution. This happens when the number of SON peers composing
the P2P SON is greater than the 100 best peer select operations, which composes
each experiment. Otherwise, each SON peer executes that operation at least
once.

The experiments also had chosen second-best peers. They are the peers whose
performance regarding the used metric puts them in the second place in an
hypothetical ordered list of best peers. Actually, the second-best peer is selected
from the same list of SON peers provided by the AgS service, by removing the
best peer from that list and repeating the measurement process.

The determination of the second-best peer can aid in the validation of the
used metric in two ways: 1) by checking if the service requesting the best peer
behaves better in an interaction with the selected best peer, then this provides a
measure of the metrics consistency; 2) by measuring the average improvement of
the best peer over the second-best peer, an indication of the metrics effectiveness
can be obtained.

The wide range of simulated P2P SON sizes intends to cover scenarios with
few service providers (e.g. small P2P SON for very specialized services) until
scenarios composed of many service providers (e.g. a more competitive scenario).

4.4 Results

The results presented in this section show the distribution of best and
second-best peers regarding requests made by SON peers belonging to the
Portuguese geographical domain only, though it is obvious that the used
methodology can be applied to any other geographical domain.

Fig. 4 depicts the geographical location of the SON peers selected as best
peers. There are eleven 5-bar clusters, each one corresponding to one of the
eleven simulated scenarios. In each cluster, each of the five bars represents the
number of best peer occurrences in each of the five geographical domains, namely
Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, and Germany, respectively.
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One can expect the highest number of selected best peers is in the domain
of the requester (Portugal, in the case of these simulations), due to geographical
distance considerations. Nevertheless, the obtained results clearly show the effect
of two key aspects of the OMAN architecture and of its AgS and BPSS services:
on one side, in some cases, service searching performed by the AgS service
determined that the desired services were not available at any of the SON peers
of the requester’s domain; on the other hand, the metric used by the BPSS
service - based on the Internet model proposed in [13], which takes into account
not only the geographical position but also delay and jitter - led to the fact that
the closest peer, in terms of the 5-dimension Euclidean distance, resided in a
different geographical domain.

Similar results building on the same explanations are obtained regarding the
experiments with the second-best peers. Fig. 5 depicts them.

Nevertheless, even with the mentioned constraints regarding the statistical
availability (or unavailability) of the desired services in the requester’s domain,
averaging the results of all simulations shows that the highest number of best
peers was selected in the same domain of the requester. This can be seen in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7. It is worth mentioning the results rely on and are presented based
on a confidence interval of 95% for the mean number of best peer selections on
each geographical domain.
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Therefore, taking the sum of best peers and second-best peers by domain,
SON peers in the requester’s domain (Portugal) were selected as best peers in
27% of the time, followed by Spain (22.5%), Italy (22%), Germany (14.5%) and
France (13%). This means that almost half the best peer selections resulted
in peers belonging to the same geographical domain or to the neighboring
geographical domain. This suggests the consistency of the used metric and the
good operation of OMAN’s AgS and BPSS services.

It is also worth mentioning that the BPSS overhead is negligible. The time
taken by the selection process for both the best and second best peer is around
2ms. On the other hand, the overhead associated with the maintenance of the
P2P SON and with the AgS service is around 164ms. These values strongly
suggest the efficiency, feasibility, and practicality of the proposed BPSS service,
in conjunction with AgS and the other modules of the OMAN architecture.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, an approach to the problem of best peer selection in peer-to-peer
service overlay networks has been proposed and studied. The proposed Best
Peer Selection Service (BPSS) is one of the components of a three-tier service
management overlay network architecture (OMAN).

After identifying key issues in related work and providing an overview
of the underlying OMAN architecture for the sake of contextualization, the
BPSS service was presented. The main features of the presented BPSS are



the use of a very efficient aggregation service (AgS) for service searching,
and its independence from the best peer selection metric. The latter feature
provides flexibility, adaptability and modularity to the overall process of best
peer selection.

In order to test and assess the BPSS behavior, a specific distance metric
was used. The used metric combines measured delay and jitter real data with
geographical location data. The performed simulations involved the selection of
best and second-best peers in a universe of five distinct geographical domains.

Obtained results have shown that BPSS performs well and that the overall
OMAN architecture - of which the AgS service is a key component - is very
effective. Simulations have also shown that the BPSS overhead is negligible and
the AgS overhead, which derives from its operations, is very low.

Further work can compare different best peer selection metrics, based
not only on different performance parameters, but also on factors such as
inter-provider link cost. Still another line of research can be the use of the OMAN
approach by service providers in order to identify ways of maximizing user quality
of experience or ways of reducing inter-provider traffic, e.g., by deploying specific
peers inside their own domain.
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